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I.  HigherI.  Higher--Order Content and Order Content and 
the Transitivity Principlethe Transitivity Principle
Any theory of consciousness must explain Any theory of consciousness must explain 
how conscious mental states differ from how conscious mental states differ from 
mental states that arenmental states that aren’’t conscioust conscious——
or else it must or else it must argue that all mental states argue that all mental states 
are consciousare conscious..
II’’ll assume that the second option is ll assume that the second option is outout::
Mental states Mental states of every typeof every type can occur can occur 
both consciously and not (as in subliminal both consciously and not (as in subliminal 
perceiving, perceiving, nonconsciousnonconscious problem solving, problem solving, 
and desires evident from oneand desires evident from one’’s behavior) .s behavior) .
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An obvious, and widely accepted, proposal An obvious, and widely accepted, proposal 
for explaining how conscious states differ for explaining how conscious states differ 
from mental states that arenfrom mental states that aren’’t conscious   t conscious   
is this: is this: 

A mental state is conscious only ifA mental state is conscious only if
the subject is conscious (orthe subject is conscious (or, , 
equivalently, aware) of that stateequivalently, aware) of that state..

II’’ll call this the ll call this the Transitivity PrincipleTransitivity Principle (TP).(TP).
II’’ll say a bit about an argument ll say a bit about an argument against against 
TP,TP,
and Iand I’’ll briefly rehearse one compelling ll briefly rehearse one compelling 
argument argument in support ofin support of TP.TP.
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An argument widely pressed against TP An argument widely pressed against TP 
(and so against higher(and so against higher--order theories order theories 
generally):  generally):  
TP holds that a mental stateTP holds that a mental state’’s being s being 
conscious consists in oneconscious consists in one’’s s being aware of being aware of 
that statethat state;; but thenbut then
why isnwhy isn’’t t a coffee cupa coffee cup conscious when Iconscious when I’’m m 
conscious of the cup?  conscious of the cup?  (First in (First in DretskeDretske, 1993.), 1993.)

UriahUriah KriegelKriegel urges that we can meet this urges that we can meet this 
objection only if we objection only if we add to TPadd to TP the the 
condition that condition that our higherour higher--order awareness order awareness 
is intrinsic to each conscious stateis intrinsic to each conscious state..
OneOne’’s awareness of a coffee cup, by s awareness of a coffee cup, by 
contrast, is not intrinsic to the cup.contrast, is not intrinsic to the cup.
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But But my headmy head isnisn’’t conscioust conscious——though my though my 
being aware of it, when I am, is arguably  being aware of it, when I am, is arguably  
intrinsicintrinsic (though (though not essentialnot essential)) to my head.to my head.
This challenge to TP fails, rather, because This challenge to TP fails, rather, because 
it it conflates two kinds of consciousnessconflates two kinds of consciousness..
The consciousness that some The consciousness that some mental mental 
statesstates exhibit is a exhibit is a distinct propertydistinct property from from 
the consciousness that the consciousness that some objectssome objects
(such as people(such as people——but not cups) exhibit.but not cups) exhibit.
A mental stateA mental state’’s being conscious arguably s being conscious arguably 
consists in consists in its being a state that one is its being a state that one is 
conscious of oneself as being inconscious of oneself as being in,,
since a statesince a state’’s being conscious is a matter s being conscious is a matter 
of of how onehow one’’s mental life appears to ones mental life appears to one..
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But this has no application whatever to But this has no application whatever to 
coffee cupscoffee cups..
A coffee cupA coffee cup’’s being conscious would be, s being conscious would be, 
if anything, something like a if anything, something like a personperson’’ss
being conscious,being conscious,
not like a not like a mental statemental state’’ss being conscious.being conscious.
And for a person to be conscious (or a And for a person to be conscious (or a 
cartoon coffee cup) is for it to be cartoon coffee cup) is for it to be awake awake 
and responsive to sensory stimulationand responsive to sensory stimulation..
Meeting this objection to TP requires only Meeting this objection to TP requires only 
noting that the two kinds of consciousness noting that the two kinds of consciousness 
are distinct, are distinct, 
not stipulating, with not stipulating, with KriegelKriegel, that the , that the 
awareness of mental states is intrinsic.awareness of mental states is intrinsic.
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Some see a related difficulty, that a nonSome see a related difficulty, that a non--
conscious higherconscious higher--order state couldnorder state couldn’’t be a t be a 
source of consciousnesssource of consciousness ——that it couldnthat it couldn’’t t 
confer consciousnessconfer consciousness on another state.  on another state.  
If oneIf one’’s awareness of states were intrinsic, s awareness of states were intrinsic, 
moreover, that awareness would not need moreover, that awareness would not need 
to be passed along to a second state.to be passed along to a second state.
But there is But there is no problem about conferringno problem about conferring,,
since a statesince a state’’s being conscious is not a s being conscious is not a 
property passed from one state to property passed from one state to 
another, another, 
but a matter of but a matter of how onehow one’’s mental life s mental life 
appears to oneappears to one:: a matter of a matter of oneone’’s being s being 
conscious of oneself as being in that stateconscious of oneself as being in that state..
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And even if the problem about conferring And even if the problem about conferring 
did hold up, making the awareness did hold up, making the awareness 
intrinsic could not by itself handle it.intrinsic could not by itself handle it.
A state that included its own higherA state that included its own higher--order order 
awareness need not be conscious awareness need not be conscious in in 
respect ofrespect of that higherthat higher--order awareness order awareness 
((pacepace KriegelKriegel; more on this in ; more on this in §§III); III); 
it could be it could be in respect only of those other in respect only of those other 
mental properties that the highermental properties that the higher--order order 
awareness makes one conscious ofawareness makes one conscious of..
So the problem would remain about how So the problem would remain about how 
an intrinsic, but an intrinsic, but nonconsciousnonconscious,, higherhigher--
order awareness can confer consciousness  order awareness can confer consciousness  
on the rest of the stateon the rest of the state.  .  
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Two other apparent reasons to reject TP:Two other apparent reasons to reject TP:
One, due to John Searle One, due to John Searle ((RediscoveryRediscovery 9595--6)6):  :  
We canWe can’’t t observeobserve our conscious states.our conscious states.
True; but observing is not the only way True; but observing is not the only way 
for one to be conscious of something.for one to be conscious of something.
Another, due to Fred Another, due to Fred DretskeDretske (1995)(1995):  :  
Since weSince we’’re often not aware of re often not aware of differences differences 
amongamong our conscious states, and so not of our conscious states, and so not of 
the parts of states that differ.the parts of states that differ.
But one neednBut one needn’’t be aware of conscious t be aware of conscious 
states states in respect ofin respect of all their aspects:  Each all their aspects:  Each 
mental state is conscious mental state is conscious in respect of in respect of 
only those mental features one is only those mental features one is 
conscious ofconscious of..
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An argument An argument in support of TPin support of TP::
Conscious states are those we can report Conscious states are those we can report 
being inbeing in——in some intuitively immediate in some intuitively immediate 
wayway (more about such intuitive immediacy in (more about such intuitive immediacy in §§§§IIII--IIIIII))..
Moreover, reports express thoughtsMoreover, reports express thoughts——
in this case, in this case, thoughts that one is in the thoughts that one is in the 
state in questionstate in question ——
which make one aware of the target.which make one aware of the target.
So states are conscious when a report So states are conscious when a report 
couldcould occuroccur——
i.e., when one has a thought that such a i.e., when one has a thought that such a 
report report could expresscould express.  .  
SoSo mental states are conscious when,   mental states are conscious when,   
and only when, one has such a thoughtand only when, one has such a thought..
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There are issues about the There are issues about the experimental experimental 
testingtesting of TP, which I wonof TP, which I won’’t address here. t address here. 

(See, e.g., (See, e.g., MerikleMerikle 1992; 1992; MerikleMerikle, , SmilekSmilek, and , and 
Eastwood 1991; Jacoby 1991; Jacoby, Eastwood 1991; Jacoby 1991; Jacoby, TothToth, , 
YonelinasYonelinas, and , and DebnerDebner 1994; 1994; DienesDienes 2004, 2004, 
forthcoming; Fu, Fu, and forthcoming; Fu, Fu, and DienesDienes forthcoming; Lau forthcoming; Lau 
and and PassinghamPassingham 2006; Lau forthcoming).2006; Lau forthcoming).

My focus will be instead on the My focus will be instead on the theoretical theoretical 
question of how TP is question of how TP is implementedimplemented——
and indeed on only and indeed on only one aspectone aspect of that of that 
implementation question.implementation question.
Differences about how TP is implemented Differences about how TP is implemented 
have led to have led to the variety of the variety of ““higherhigher--orderorder””
theories of consciousnesstheories of consciousness advanced in  advanced in  
the recent literature the recent literature (see Rosenthal 2004)(see Rosenthal 2004)..
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Some theorists Some theorists (e.g., Armstrong, 1968/1993, (e.g., Armstrong, 1968/1993, 
1978/1980; 1978/1980; LycanLycan 1996, 2004)1996, 2004) have proposed have proposed 
that we are aware of our conscious states that we are aware of our conscious states 
by by perceivingperceiving them (or something like them (or something like 
that).that).
Others, myself included Others, myself included (e.g., 2005)(e.g., 2005), have , have 
posited higherposited higher--order order thoughtsthoughts ((HOTsHOTs) as ) as 
the best way to implement TP.the best way to implement TP.
These are These are the thoughts that we express the thoughts that we express 
when we report our conscious stateswhen we report our conscious states,,
and that we and that we couldcould express whenever a express whenever a 
state is conscious.state is conscious.
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But the issue that matters today is which But the issue that matters today is which 
of these is true:  of these is true:  

(1)  The higher(1)  The higher--order awareness of a order awareness of a 
conscious state that implements  conscious state that implements  
TP is TP is distinct fromdistinct from that state.that state.

(2)  That higher(2)  That higher--order awareness is order awareness is 
intrinsic tointrinsic to the state thatthe state that’’s  s  
consciousconscious——it is a it is a partpart or an  or an  
aspectaspect of the state.of the state.

On (1), one is aware of a conscious state On (1), one is aware of a conscious state 
by being in a by being in a 22ndnd, distinct, distinct state, whose state, whose 
content makes one aware of the 1content makes one aware of the 1stst state.state.
We can call that content We can call that content ““higherhigher--order,order,””
since itsince it’’s about another mental state.s about another mental state.
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(2), by contrast, holds that this higher(2), by contrast, holds that this higher--
order content is actually a order content is actually a partpart or or aspectaspect
of the state one is conscious of.of the state one is conscious of.
On that view, every conscious state      On that view, every conscious state      
not only has not only has the various mental properties the various mental properties 
one is conscious of it as havingone is conscious of it as having,,
but also has some but also has some higherhigher--order contentorder content in in 
virtue of which one is aware of that state.virtue of which one is aware of that state.
II’’ll call this second view ll call this second view intrinsicalismintrinsicalism..
This family of theories echoes the views of This family of theories echoes the views of 
the Austrian philosopher Franz Brentano the Austrian philosopher Franz Brentano 
(1973/1874)(1973/1874) and through him Aristotleand through him Aristotle’’s     s     
de Animade Anima, , ΓΓ2. 2. 
II’’ll say just a bit about those roots in ll say just a bit about those roots in §§IVIV..
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II’’ll argue for ll argue for the first optionthe first option——
that the higherthat the higher--order content that order content that 
implements TP implements TP belongs to states that are belongs to states that are 
distinct from the states one is aware ofdistinct from the states one is aware of..
In the next section (In the next section (§§II) III) I’’ll describe two ll describe two 
versions of versions of intrinsicalismintrinsicalism——
and Iand I’’ll then argue (ll then argue (§§III) against various III) against various 
considerations advanced in support of it, considerations advanced in support of it, 
most of which appeal, most of which appeal, in an illicit wayin an illicit way,,
to the to the phenomenological appearancesphenomenological appearances..
Finally (Finally (§§IV and epilogue), IIV and epilogue), I’’ll raise some    ll raise some    
independentindependent difficulties for difficulties for intrinsicalismintrinsicalism,,
which point toward which point toward distinctdistinct higherhigher--order order 
states as implementing TP.states as implementing TP.
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II.  Two Kinds of   II.  Two Kinds of   
IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism

A conscious state is a state one is aware A conscious state is a state one is aware 
of by way of of by way of some highersome higher--order content order content 
about that stateabout that state..
Why think that this higherWhy think that this higher--order content is order content is 
intrinsic to the state one is conscious ofintrinsic to the state one is conscious of??
One reason is that it might underwrite, One reason is that it might underwrite, 
and explain, the and explain, the close connectionclose connection that that 
higherhigher--order awareness order awareness seems intuitivelyseems intuitively
to have to the state thatto have to the state that’’s conscious.s conscious.
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Thus Robert Van Thus Robert Van GulickGulick:  A state becomes :  A state becomes 
conscious by being conscious by being ““recruit[ed] … into a 
globally integrated complex whose 
organization and intentional content 
embodies a heightened degree of reflexive 
self-awareness” (“Mirror,” p. 24; his emphasis).
In being thus recruited, the state becomes 
a part of a larger state that “embodies     
… [such] reflexive self-awareness.”
And And KriegelKriegel holds that the awareness of holds that the awareness of 
oneone’’s conscious states must s conscious states must be immediatebe immediate,,
and he explains this immediacy by positing and he explains this immediacy by positing 
that the awareness is a that the awareness is a part or aspectpart or aspect of of 
the state that one is aware of.the state that one is aware of.
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KriegelKriegel’’ss version of version of intrinsicalismintrinsicalism holds holds 
that each conscious state has, that each conscious state has, as a part  as a part  
or an aspector an aspect,, a highera higher--order content that order content that 
refers to that state.refers to that state.
Van Van GulickGulick’’ss version proposes that states version proposes that states 
are conscious in virtue of belonging to a are conscious in virtue of belonging to a 
global process that in some way embodies global process that in some way embodies 
reflexive selfreflexive self--consciousnessconsciousness..
More generally, More generally, intrinsicalismintrinsicalism holds that a holds that a 
state comes to be conscious only if the state comes to be conscious only if the 
subjectsubject’’s awareness of that state bears s awareness of that state bears 
some some suitably intimate tiesuitably intimate tie to that stateto that state——
a tie such that the state and onea tie such that the state and one’’s s 
awareness of it are awareness of it are a single occurrencea single occurrence..
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Thus Thus KriegelKriegel urges that, since consciousurges that, since conscious--
ness seems to be a ness seems to be a natural kindnatural kind,, it must it must 
exhibit exhibit ““an underlying unityan underlying unity””
((““Same Order Same Order …… ,,”” in in KriegelKriegel and and WillifordWilliford, 149), 149). . 
But the unified But the unified phenomenological phenomenological 
appearanceappearance of consciousness may not be of consciousness may not be 
a reliable guide to its a reliable guide to its underlying realityunderlying reality.  .  
(More in (More in §§III III on such appearances.)on such appearances.)

And even our And even our pretheoreticpretheoretic sense that sense that 
consciousness is a consciousness is a natural kindnatural kind may not  may not  
be reliable:be reliable:
We tend We tend pretheoreticallypretheoretically to see many to see many 
commonsense, macroscopic phenomena commonsense, macroscopic phenomena 
as natural kinds until theory tells us as natural kinds until theory tells us 
otherwise.otherwise.
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Van Van GulickGulick’’ss intrinsicalismintrinsicalism is of a piece is of a piece 
with his higherwith his higher--order view, which he calls order view, which he calls 
HOGSHOGS (for higher(for higher--order global states).order global states).
But that theory, like Bernard But that theory, like Bernard BaarsBaars’’ss
related globalrelated global--workspace theoryworkspace theory (and (and GiulioGiulio
TononiTononi’’ss informationinformation--integration theory, and integration theory, and StanislasStanislas
DehaeneDehaene and Lionel and Lionel NaccacheNaccache’’ss globalglobal--neuronalneuronal--workwork--
space framework)space framework),, does not conform to TPdoes not conform to TP::
There is nothing in the global process into There is nothing in the global process into 
which a state is recruited which a state is recruited in virtue of in virtue of 
which one is aware of that statewhich one is aware of that state..
Also, some states have global connections Also, some states have global connections 
without being consciouswithout being conscious——
e.g., many e.g., many nonconsciousnonconscious thoughts, thoughts, 
feelings, and desires.feelings, and desires.
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And there are converse counterexamples: And there are converse counterexamples: 
Many Many consciousconscious states presumably lack states presumably lack 
any significant and distinctively mental any significant and distinctively mental 
global connectionsglobal connections——e.g., relatively e.g., relatively 
peripheral perceptionsperipheral perceptions that are that are 
nonetheless conscious. nonetheless conscious. 
Van Van GulickGulick tells us that the global state tells us that the global state 
“embodies … reflexive self-awareness,”
partly because the complex or many of its 
parts refer to oneself.
But globally connected mental states can But globally connected mental states can 
do that do that without being consciouswithout being conscious..
And TP requires that one be And TP requires that one be conscious of conscious of 
the statethe state,, not simply not simply conscious of oneselfconscious of oneself..
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For a state to be conscious, on For a state to be conscious, on KriegelKriegel’’ss
view, it is not enough that a higherview, it is not enough that a higher--order order 
state occur along with it;state occur along with it;
the two must be the two must be fusedfused into a single state, into a single state, 
perhaps by occurring in perhaps by occurring in neural synchronyneural synchrony..
But an explanation of consciousness must But an explanation of consciousness must 
be cast in the first instance be cast in the first instance not in neural not in neural 
termsterms,, but in but in mentalmental terms; only after we terms; only after we 
understand consciousness in mental terms understand consciousness in mental terms 
can we find its neural correlate.can we find its neural correlate.
Moreover, since the fusion of the two Moreover, since the fusion of the two 
states is states is unnecessary for implementing unnecessary for implementing 
TPTP,, itit’’s unclear that there is any s unclear that there is any nonnon--
questionquestion--beggingbegging reason to insist on it.reason to insist on it.
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Brentano Brentano (1973/1874)(1973/1874) posits intrinsic posits intrinsic object object 
awarenessawareness,, not propositional awarenessnot propositional awareness——
as in seeing an object, not that something as in seeing an object, not that something 
is the case is the case (see (see TextorTextor 2006, 2007, forthcoming)2006, 2007, forthcoming)..
An object is itself presented, Brentano An object is itself presented, Brentano 
argues, in a presentation of perceiving it.argues, in a presentation of perceiving it.
This requires that the presentation is not This requires that the presentation is not 
propositional, but a presentation of a propositional, but a presentation of a 
thingthing——as in seeing something, as against as in seeing something, as against 
seeing that something is the case.seeing that something is the case.
So an object will be presented twice in So an object will be presented twice in 
consciously perceiving unless perceiving it consciously perceiving unless perceiving it 
and being aware of perceiving it are a and being aware of perceiving it are a 
single presentation. single presentation. 
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This echoes AristotleThis echoes Aristotle’’s views in s views in de Animade Anima
ΓΓ2 2 (about which a bit at the end of (about which a bit at the end of §§IV)IV)..
But itBut it’’s arguable that all conceptualized s arguable that all conceptualized 
awareness of objects is propositional, awareness of objects is propositional, 
described in abstraction from the rest of described in abstraction from the rest of 
the intentional content.the intentional content.
Object awareness occurs in sensingObject awareness occurs in sensing——as in as in 
seeing a thing.  seeing a thing.  
But itBut it’’s doubtful that sensing figures in the s doubtful that sensing figures in the 
presentation and awareness of conscious presentation and awareness of conscious 
statesstates——
even of qualitative conscious stateseven of qualitative conscious states——
since there are no highersince there are no higher--order mental order mental 
qualities.qualities.
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III.  The Phenomenological III.  The Phenomenological 
Appearances   Appearances   

Arguments for Arguments for intrinsicalismintrinsicalism often rely, often rely, 
directly or indirectly, on the directly or indirectly, on the 
phenomenological appearancesphenomenological appearances..
Such an appeal might argue eitherSuch an appeal might argue either

(1) that the theory is needed to (1) that the theory is needed to save save 
the phenomenological appearancesthe phenomenological appearances;; or or 
(2) that the phenomenology, by itself, (2) that the phenomenology, by itself, 
reveals something about the nature of reveals something about the nature of 
the underlying mental realitythe underlying mental reality..
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But these two things are very different.But these two things are very different.
Any theory must Any theory must explain, and do justice explain, and do justice 
toto,, the phenomenological appearances, the phenomenological appearances, 
and so must build on and so must build on an accurate an accurate 
descriptiondescription of those appearances.of those appearances.
But that explanation But that explanation need not take those need not take those 
appearances to reflect or match the actual  appearances to reflect or match the actual  
mental properties of the relevant statesmental properties of the relevant states..
The consciousness of mental states is The consciousness of mental states is 
simply simply how those states appear to onehow those states appear to one ——
i.e., i.e., the way one is conscious of oneself  the way one is conscious of oneself  
as being in various mental statesas being in various mental states..
A stateA state’’s being conscious is a matter of s being conscious is a matter of 
how one represents that state to oneselfhow one represents that state to oneself..
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Since the consciousness of a state is the Since the consciousness of a state is the 
way the state way the state appearsappears to one, to one, 
the actual mental properties a state has the actual mental properties a state has 
may diverge in various respects from the may diverge in various respects from the 
way one represents that state to oneselfway one represents that state to oneself——
i.e., i.e., from its phenomenological from its phenomenological 
appearancesappearances..
Phenomenology is (firstPhenomenology is (first--person) person) mental mental 
appearanceappearance,, and itand it’’s crucial to get it right; s crucial to get it right; 
but but there is more to mental realitythere is more to mental reality..
That a stateThat a state’’s phenomenological s phenomenological 
appearance may diverge from its actual appearance may diverge from its actual 
mental properties is evident from cases of mental properties is evident from cases of 
mental states that arenmental states that aren’’t conscious at allt conscious at all..
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ThatThat’’s because mental states that arens because mental states that aren’’t  t  
consciousconscious
have no phenomenological appearancehave no phenomenological appearance..
And, as with other cases of being And, as with other cases of being 
conscious of things, when a state conscious of things, when a state isis
conscious, conscious, 
therethere’’s no guarantee that the way one     s no guarantee that the way one     
is conscious of the state will match all     is conscious of the state will match all     
of its actual mental propertiesof its actual mental properties..
When we When we explainexplain the phenomenological the phenomenological 
appearances, moreover, we must do so  appearances, moreover, we must do so  
by appeal to the actual mental propertiesby appeal to the actual mental properties
of whatever mental states figure in those of whatever mental states figure in those 
appearances.appearances.
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Indeed, explaining the phenomenological Indeed, explaining the phenomenological 
appearances by appeal appearances by appeal simplysimply to those to those 
appearances themselves would appearances themselves would at bestat best bebe
uninformativelyuninformatively circularcircular..
The phenomenological appearances are The phenomenological appearances are 
the the explanandumexplanandum ——that which is to be that which is to be 
explainedexplained——
not the not the explanansexplanans ——the factors that do the the factors that do the 
explaining explaining (the distinction is due to (the distinction is due to HempelHempel and and 
OppenheimOppenheim 1948)1948)..
Some theorists urge that this distinction Some theorists urge that this distinction 
between phenomenology and underlying between phenomenology and underlying 
mental reality is problematic. mental reality is problematic. 
II’’ll come back to that in ll come back to that in §§IVIV..
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IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism is thus a is thus a conflicted theoryconflicted theory::
The invoking of higherThe invoking of higher--order awareness is order awareness is 
theoretical in spirittheoretical in spirit,, whereaswhereas
the insistence that, since that awareness the insistence that, since that awareness 
is an aspect of a state thatis an aspect of a state that’’s conscious, s conscious, 
the awareness itself must be consciousthe awareness itself must be conscious is is 
phenomenologicallyphenomenologically motivatedmotivated..
The resulting combination The resulting combination misconstrues misconstrues 
how phenomenology actually figures in a how phenomenology actually figures in a 
theory of conscious statestheory of conscious states..
IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism defends all this by the need defends all this by the need 
to to avoid regressavoid regress;; but regress arises only if but regress arises only if 
the higherthe higher--order awareness must be order awareness must be 
conscious.  And plainly it often isnconscious.  And plainly it often isn’’t.t.
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Because phenomenology and underlying Because phenomenology and underlying 
mental properties can diverge, mental properties can diverge, 
the the phenomenological appearancesphenomenological appearances are are 
not a reliable guide to the mental reality not a reliable guide to the mental reality 
underlying those appearancesunderlying those appearances..
One example is especially relevant to how One example is especially relevant to how 
TP is TP is implementedimplemented: : We are aware of our We are aware of our 
conscious states in a way that seems conscious states in a way that seems 
phenomenologicallyphenomenologically direct, unmediateddirect, unmediated. . 
Still, it may be that there is much Still, it may be that there is much actual actual 
mediationmediation between those states and our between those states and our 
awareness of them;awareness of them;
itit’’s just that it seems s just that it seems phenomenologicallyphenomenologically
that nothing mediates.that nothing mediates.
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Compare perceiving:  Compare perceiving:  
Nothing Nothing seemsseems phenomenologicallyphenomenologically to to 
mediate between physical objects and   mediate between physical objects and   
our perceptions of them, our perceptions of them, 
though we know that much actually does. though we know that much actually does. 
Similarly, it might be that a lot actually Similarly, it might be that a lot actually 
mediates between a conscious state and mediates between a conscious state and 
our higherour higher--order awareness of it,  order awareness of it,  
even though it seems, even though it seems, subjectivelysubjectively,,
i.e., i.e., phenomenologicallyphenomenologically,, as though as though 
nothing does.nothing does.
The phenomenological appearances alone The phenomenological appearances alone 
tell us only that consciousness tell us only that consciousness seemsseems
unmediated, unmediated, not that it actually isnot that it actually is..
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Moreover, we can Moreover, we can explainexplain the apparent the apparent 
immediacy as due to immediacy as due to distinct distinct HOTsHOTs that that 
rely on no conscious inferencerely on no conscious inference..
Van Van GulickGulick and and KriegelKriegel have independently have independently 
claimed that this condition is claimed that this condition is ad hocad hoc in the in the 
context of a highercontext of a higher--order theory.order theory.
But itBut it’’s not.s not.
ItIt’’s invoked specifically to show how s invoked specifically to show how TP is TP is 
implementedimplemented:: ItIt’’s to capture the way our s to capture the way our 
awareness of our conscious states awareness of our conscious states seems seems 
to be subjectively directto be subjectively direct——i.e., unmediatedi.e., unmediated..
A state is not conscious if one is aware of A state is not conscious if one is aware of 
it it justjust by consciously observing oneself or by consciously observing oneself or 
taking somebodytaking somebody’’s word about the state.s word about the state.
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KriegelKriegel rejects the appeal to rejects the appeal to nonconsciousnonconscious
inference, inference, 
arguing that conscious inferences always arguing that conscious inferences always 
rest on rest on conscious premisesconscious premises; ; 
but the state but the state HOTsHOTs refer to isnrefer to isn’’t conscious t conscious 
until a HOT makes one conscious of it.until a HOT makes one conscious of it.
But But not all the premises in a conscious not all the premises in a conscious 
inference need be consciousinference need be conscious..
Also, the premises one uses in inferring Also, the premises one uses in inferring 
that one is in some mental state would that one is in some mental state would 
pertain only to onepertain only to one’’s s behaviorbehavior,, the the 
application of a application of a theorytheory to oneself, or to oneself, or what what 
others tell oneothers tell one.  .  No premise in oneNo premise in one’’s s 
inference would refer to state itself. inference would refer to state itself. 
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By itself, moreover, By itself, moreover, intrinsicalismintrinsicalism does not does not 
explain the apparent, subjective explain the apparent, subjective 
immediacyimmediacy of our higherof our higher--order awareness:order awareness:
That awareness might be intrinsic That awareness might be intrinsic and yet and yet 
be mediatedbe mediated——and even seem to beand even seem to be..
Not only might there be factors internal to Not only might there be factors internal to 
the state that mediate onethe state that mediate one’’s highers higher--order order 
awareness; internal factors might actually awareness; internal factors might actually 
make it make it seem to be mediatedseem to be mediated..
((IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism is irrelevant to is irrelevant to referential referential 
immediacyimmediacy,, should that obtain,should that obtain,
and and causal immediacycausal immediacy is unlikely, since   is unlikely, since   
something must mediate statessomething must mediate states’’ switching switching 
between being conscious and not.)between being conscious and not.)
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It doesnIt doesn’’t t seem seem phenomenologicallyphenomenologically as as 
though the higherthough the higher--order awareness of order awareness of 
conscious states consists in conscious states consists in distinct statesdistinct states..
But that doesnBut that doesn’’t support t support intrinsicalismintrinsicalism::
Distinct higherDistinct higher--order states (e.g., order states (e.g., HOTsHOTs) ) 
would themselves would themselves seldom be consciousseldom be conscious..
A HOT would be conscious only when one A HOT would be conscious only when one 
has a has a thirdthird--order thoughtorder thought about itabout it——
as in as in introspectiveintrospective consciousness.  consciousness.  
And, when the higherAnd, when the higher--order state is order state is not not 
conscious, one is aware only of the firstconscious, one is aware only of the first--
order target.  order target.  
So it will then seem So it will then seem subjectivelysubjectively as as 
though there is only a single state.though there is only a single state.
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Still, since weStill, since we’’re seldom aware of higherre seldom aware of higher--
order awareness of conscious states order awareness of conscious states (more (more 
about that in a moment)about that in a moment), , the phenomenological the phenomenological 
appearances donappearances don’’t actually tell us that t actually tell us that 
higherhigher--order awareness is intrinsicorder awareness is intrinsic..
We are aware of our higherWe are aware of our higher--order order 
awareness when we awareness when we introspectintrospect,, i.e., when i.e., when 
we deliberately attend some mental state. we deliberately attend some mental state. 
But that leaves untouched the far more But that leaves untouched the far more 
common common nonintrospectivenonintrospective conscious cases.conscious cases.
Also, Also, intrinsicalismintrinsicalism may have problems may have problems 
with the difference between introspective with the difference between introspective 
and and nonintrospectivenonintrospective cases, since it sees cases, since it sees 
all higherall higher--order awareness as conscious. order awareness as conscious. 
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On the distinct HOT hypothesis, On the distinct HOT hypothesis, HOTsHOTs are are 
not ordinarily conscious, though they are not ordinarily conscious, though they are 
when we introspect. when we introspect. 
But But intrinsicalismintrinsicalism holds that, since the holds that, since the 
higherhigher--order content is intrinsic to the order content is intrinsic to the 
conscious state, itconscious state, it’’s always conscious.      s always conscious.      
If so, introspecting canIf so, introspecting can’’t be the special t be the special 
case in which that content is conscious.  case in which that content is conscious.  
Some Some intrinsicalistsintrinsicalists urge that introspecting urge that introspecting 
differs because of a differs because of a shift of attentionshift of attention to to 
the higherthe higher--order awareness,order awareness,
making the highermaking the higher--order content order content focallyfocally,,
and not merely and not merely peripherallyperipherally,, conscious conscious 
(e.g., (e.g., KriegelKriegel and David Woodruffand David Woodruff--Smith)Smith). . 
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But there are problems with that.But there are problems with that.
For one thing, that requires that the For one thing, that requires that the 
higherhigher--order content is order content is already consciousalready conscious,,
albeit only peripherally, and italbeit only peripherally, and it’’s unclear s unclear 
that it generally is that it generally is (more on this in a moment)(more on this in a moment)..
One inviting model for how such a shift in One inviting model for how such a shift in 
attention might occur, endorsed by Van attention might occur, endorsed by Van 
GulickGulick ((““HOGS,HOGS,”” 7676--7)7),   ,   
is Christopher Hillis Christopher Hill’’s s volumevolume--control modelcontrol model
of introspection of introspection ((Sensations:  A Defense of Type Sensations:  A Defense of Type 
MaterialismMaterialism, , chch. 5, pp. 117. 5, pp. 117--138)138)::
Attention to a stateAttention to a state’’s mental properties s mental properties 
makes it more intense and vivid,    makes it more intense and vivid,    
enhancing its character and existence.enhancing its character and existence.
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But the changes that occur when we But the changes that occur when we 
introspect may not be changes in introspect may not be changes in the the 
target statetarget state’’s mental propertiess mental properties,,
as against changes simply in as against changes simply in the way the way 
wewe’’re conscious of those propertiesre conscious of those properties..
We have no We have no independent evidenceindependent evidence ——
from priming or other experimental workfrom priming or other experimental work——
that that changes in introspected states are changes in introspected states are 
real, rather than merely apparentreal, rather than merely apparent..
More crucial, itMore crucial, it’’s not clear that the greater s not clear that the greater 
intensity results from a shift of attention, intensity results from a shift of attention, 
as as intrinsicalistsintrinsicalists say, as against the highersay, as against the higher--
order awarenessorder awareness’’s coming to be conscious, s coming to be conscious, 
as on the distinct HOT hypothesis.as on the distinct HOT hypothesis.
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Doubtless if a higherDoubtless if a higher--order awareness order awareness 
changes from not being conscious to changes from not being conscious to 
being conscious, being conscious, 
attention will shift to that higherattention will shift to that higher--order order 
awareness.awareness.
IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism explains whatexplains what’’s special about s special about 
introspective consciousness as solely a introspective consciousness as solely a 
shift of attention, since it insists that the shift of attention, since it insists that the 
higherhigher--order awareness is conscious even order awareness is conscious even 
in in nonintrospectivelynonintrospectively conscious states.conscious states.
But weBut we’’ll see that there is compelling ll see that there is compelling 
reason to reject that insistence.reason to reject that insistence.
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KriegelKriegel’’ss shiftshift--ofof--attention model may attention model may 
seem more promising because, when we seem more promising because, when we 
do attentively see or think something, do attentively see or think something, 
that attention can easily lead one to be that attention can easily lead one to be 
introspectively aware of the stateintrospectively aware of the state——
and hence to be aware of the relevant and hence to be aware of the relevant 
higherhigher--order content.order content.
Still, even in that attentive case, there is Still, even in that attentive case, there is 
often no awareness of the higheroften no awareness of the higher--order order 
content.content.
Moreover, the Moreover, the inattentive casesinattentive cases,, in which in which 
we plainly arenwe plainly aren’’t aware of any highert aware of any higher--
order content, are decisiveorder content, are decisive..
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Phenomenology does tell us about our Phenomenology does tell us about our 
higherhigher--order awareness when we order awareness when we 
introspect our mental states.introspect our mental states.
But what it tells us is very likely only that But what it tells us is very likely only that 
our higherour higher--order awareness doesnorder awareness doesn’’t seem t seem 
wholly independentwholly independent from the states wefrom the states we’’re re 
thereby conscious of,thereby conscious of,
not that our awareness seems actually to not that our awareness seems actually to 
be be intrinsic tointrinsic to that state.that state.
And these two are different:  And these two are different:  
States can be distinct and yet States can be distinct and yet not be not be 
wholly independentwholly independent ——e.g., by having e.g., by having 
various causal connections.various causal connections.
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KriegelKriegel urges that the higherurges that the higher--order order 
content that implements TP is always content that implements TP is always 
phenomenologicallyphenomenologically manifestmanifest——
i.e., i.e., always consciousalways conscious..
If so, introspective consciousness might, If so, introspective consciousness might, 
as he holds, result from as he holds, result from a shift in attention a shift in attention 
to that higherto that higher--order contentorder content,, since the since the 
content would then already be conscious.content would then already be conscious.
But But itit’’s unlikely that we are in general s unlikely that we are in general 
conscious of any higherconscious of any higher--order contentorder content..
This is clear from the case of This is clear from the case of conscious, conscious, 
but relatively peripheral perceptionsbut relatively peripheral perceptions;;
plainly we are conscious of no higherplainly we are conscious of no higher--
order awareness in connection with them.order awareness in connection with them.
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KriegelKriegel argues that the higherargues that the higher--order order 
content content mustmust be conscious because be conscious because 
“unconscious representation does not 
qualify as awareness (in that it is not 
phenomenologically manifest)”
(“Naturalizing Subjective Character,” 28).
He continues:  
“[T]o be aware of a table, one must 
harbor a conscious representation of it”
(28, n. 16; Kriegel’s emphasis).
He concludes that the subjectivity of a He concludes that the subjectivity of a 
““conscious experience cannot consist in  
an unconscious mental state” (n. 16).
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But that runs together a stateBut that runs together a state’’s being s being 
conscious with its making one conscious  conscious with its making one conscious  
ofof something:  something:  Being in a state can result Being in a state can result 
in being aware of something even when in being aware of something even when 
that state is not itself a conscious statethat state is not itself a conscious state..
This is clear from This is clear from subliminal perceivingsubliminal perceiving,,
in which wein which we’’re re aware of something by  aware of something by  
way of a state of seeing that is not itself way of a state of seeing that is not itself 
consciousconscious..
The subjectivity of a conscious experience The subjectivity of a conscious experience 
consists in consists in oneone’’s being conscious of s being conscious of 
oneself as having that experienceoneself as having that experience..
But that higherBut that higher--order awareness need   order awareness need   
not itself be conscious.not itself be conscious.
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KriegelKriegel’’ss claim that being claim that being conscious of 
something requires one’s representation of 
it to be conscious conflates a state’s being 
conscious with its making one conscious of 
that thing.
In thus echoes Dretske’s (1993, 1994, ch. 4)
first-order theory, on which a state’s being 
conscious actually consists simply in its 
making one conscious of something.
Intrinsicalism seems thus torn between TP 
and first-order intuitions, here, and also in 
sidestepping nonconscious mental states 
and in resisting the idea that states can be 
conscious in some respects but not others.
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So even though it seems So even though it seems subjectivelysubjectively that that 
only one state is involved in a stateonly one state is involved in a state’’s s 
being conscious, being conscious, 
there is no there is no theoreticaltheoretical reason why there reason why there 
may not actually be two distinct states:  may not actually be two distinct states:  
The The state one is conscious ofstate one is conscious of and the and the 
distinct distinct consciousness of that stateconsciousness of that state..
Again:  Explaining the phenomenological Again:  Explaining the phenomenological 
appearances means appearances means explaining how those explaining how those 
appearances ariseappearances arise..
The explaining does not itself require The explaining does not itself require 
appeal to those appearancesappeal to those appearances,, much less much less 
taking them to be true to the actual taking them to be true to the actual 
mental properties of the relevant states.mental properties of the relevant states.
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The phenomenological appearances tell us The phenomenological appearances tell us 
only how conscious states only how conscious states seem to beseem to be in in 
our stream of consciousness,our stream of consciousness,
not how those states not how those states really arereally are, , 
independent of the way they appear.independent of the way they appear.
Running those together is the Running those together is the Cartesian Cartesian 
errorerror of assuming that, for mental of assuming that, for mental 
occurrences, occurrences, 
there is no distinction between there is no distinction between 
appearance and realityappearance and reality::
that that mental appearance mental appearance isis mental realitymental reality..
But itBut it’’s important to distinguish the  s important to distinguish the  
mental from mental from the consciously mentalthe consciously mental ——
i.e., from consciousness.i.e., from consciousness.
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The appearances The appearances of consciousnessof consciousness are,   are,   
of course, the reality of course, the reality of consciousnessof consciousness::
The consciousness of mental states just is The consciousness of mental states just is 
the way those states appear to onethe way those states appear to one..
But not all mental states are conscious.   But not all mental states are conscious.   
And mental states that And mental states that arenaren’’tt conscious, conscious, 
though they lack any phenomenological though they lack any phenomenological 
appearance, appearance, 
do still have an underlying mental reality.do still have an underlying mental reality.
So, even though the appearance ofSo, even though the appearance of
consciousnessconsciousness is its reality,is its reality,
the appearance of the appearance of mental statesmental states may   may   
well diverge from the actual mental well diverge from the actual mental 
properties of those states.properties of those states.
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One motivation for One motivation for intrinsicalismintrinsicalism is the is the 
threat of regressthreat of regress that TP seems to pose.that TP seems to pose.
A stateA state’’s being conscious is due to some s being conscious is due to some 
higherhigher--order awareness; so if that awareorder awareness; so if that aware--
ness must itself be conscious, ness must itself be conscious, regress regress 
ensues unless some awareness is ensues unless some awareness is 
conscious by being aware of itselfconscious by being aware of itself..
PhenomenologyPhenomenology encourages that classical encourages that classical 
Hegelian move, since even though Hegelian move, since even though 
appearance and reality donappearance and reality don’’t coincide for t coincide for 
the mental, they do for consciousness.the mental, they do for consciousness.
But as noted earlier, the higherBut as noted earlier, the higher--order order 
awareness not only awareness not only need not be need not be 
conscious, but seldom isconscious, but seldom is..
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IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism sets out to sets out to build the build the 
phenomenological appearances into      phenomenological appearances into      
the theorythe theory,,
relying on the Cartesian thesis that mental relying on the Cartesian thesis that mental 
appearance simply is mental reality.appearance simply is mental reality.
But a higherBut a higher--order awareness will result  order awareness will result  
in the very same phenomenological in the very same phenomenological 
appearancesappearances
whether or not that higherwhether or not that higher--order order 
awareness of conscious states is    awareness of conscious states is    
intrinsic to those statesintrinsic to those states..
So there can be no theoretical advantage So there can be no theoretical advantage 
stemming from phenomenology to stemming from phenomenology to 
insisting that that awareness is intrinsic.insisting that that awareness is intrinsic.
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IV.  Troubles with  IV.  Troubles with  
IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism

The claimed The claimed advantagesadvantages of intrinsic of intrinsic 
higherhigher--order content are arguably illusory.order content are arguably illusory.
But there are, in addition, But there are, in addition, serious serious 
difficultiesdifficulties that  an that  an intrinsicalistintrinsicalist theory theory 
must contend with.must contend with.
A principal difficulty has to do with the A principal difficulty has to do with the 
individuationindividuation of mental states.of mental states.
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IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism claims that the higherclaims that the higher--order order 
awareness that implements TP is awareness that implements TP is intrinsicintrinsic
to the state one is aware of;to the state one is aware of;
the antithe anti--intrinsicalistintrinsicalist insists that this insists that this 
awareness is due to a awareness is due to a distinct statedistinct state..
Both claims are plainly Both claims are plainly idleidle without some without some 
way to way to individuateindividuate mental statesmental states——
and, indeed, a way thatand, indeed, a way that’’s s independentindependent of of 
the issue about the issue about intrinsicalismintrinsicalism..
KriegelKriegel has proposed various ways to has proposed various ways to 
individuate on which there would be only individuate on which there would be only 
one state; one state; 
but itbut it’’s not clear that any of them works.s not clear that any of them works.
LetLet’’s look at each.s look at each.
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If one is If one is gladglad that that pp, one must , one must believebelieve
that that pp.  So perhaps believing that .  So perhaps believing that pp is is 
actually a actually a partpart of being glad that of being glad that pp.        .        
So this might model the way higherSo this might model the way higher--order order 
awareness is a part of the conscious state.awareness is a part of the conscious state.
No.  ItNo.  It’’s usually held that being glad s usually held that being glad 
requires a requires a distinct state of believingdistinct state of believing.    .    
And weAnd we’’ll see therell see there’’s good reason for that.s good reason for that.
BindingBinding:: Separate information about red Separate information about red 
and about circularity is and about circularity is integratedintegrated into a into a 
single state that represents a red circle.single state that represents a red circle.
So perhaps that kind of integration also So perhaps that kind of integration also 
occurs occurs when one represents oneself as when one represents oneself as 
being in that firstbeing in that first--order perceptual stateorder perceptual state..
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KriegelKriegel is clear that such binding does not is clear that such binding does not 
by itself yield consciousness.by itself yield consciousness.
Even though the bound representations of Even though the bound representations of 
red and circularity often has conscious red and circularity often has conscious 
subjective character, subjective character, 
it neednit needn’’t:  t:  NonconsciousNonconscious sensations of sensations of 
red circlesred circles do occur subliminally.do occur subliminally.
More important, itMore important, it’’s not clear that s not clear that distinct distinct 
informational states about redness and informational states about redness and 
circularity are circularity are mentalmental states at allstates at all——
as against being as against being subpersonalsubpersonal states.states.
So binding also canSo binding also can’’t provide a suitable t provide a suitable 
model for the way highermodel for the way higher--order awareness order awareness 
might be intrinsic to conscious states.might be intrinsic to conscious states.
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KriegelKriegel’’ss most promising suggestion is that most promising suggestion is that 
a a consciousconscious sensation of a red circle might sensation of a red circle might 
have this intentional content:have this intentional content:

This particular is red and circularThis particular is red and circular
and represented (hereby) to be and represented (hereby) to be 
red and circular red and circular ((““Naturalizing,Naturalizing,”” 15)15). . 

The The ‘‘herebyhereby’’ is to ensure that a single is to ensure that a single 
state state represents itselfrepresents itself as representing as representing 
something as being red and circular.something as being red and circular.
But, by itself, the mere availability of such But, by itself, the mere availability of such 
a content gives us a content gives us no reason to think that no reason to think that 
any states actually have such contentany states actually have such content..
And itAnd it’’s s subjectively implausiblesubjectively implausible that any that any 
states do have such content consciously.states do have such content consciously.
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If If intrinsicalismintrinsicalism is true, perhaps conscious is true, perhaps conscious 
perceptual states have such contentperceptual states have such content——

This particular is red and circular This particular is red and circular 
and represented (hereby) to be and represented (hereby) to be 
red and circular.red and circular.

But there seems But there seems no independent way to no independent way to 
confirm the occurrence of that contentconfirm the occurrence of that content,, as as 
against two states, one having the firstagainst two states, one having the first--
order content and the other the higherorder content and the other the higher--
order content.order content.
More important, that device wonMore important, that device won’’t work t work 
for the for the mental qualitiesmental qualities of perceiving, of perceiving, 
which cannot be incorporated in any way which cannot be incorporated in any way 
into a unifying intentional content.into a unifying intentional content.
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The failure of unifying intentional content The failure of unifying intentional content 
to help with mental qualities is especially to help with mental qualities is especially 
damaging, since the phenomenological damaging, since the phenomenological 
appeal of appeal of intrinsicalismintrinsicalism is strongest for the is strongest for the 
case of conscious mental qualities.case of conscious mental qualities.
ItIt’’s also unclear that s also unclear that KriegelKriegel’’ss proposalproposal——

This particular is red and circular This particular is red and circular 
and represented (hereby) to be and represented (hereby) to be 
red and circular red and circular 

by itself represents the state as a state of by itself represents the state as a state of 
oneself, as against a freeoneself, as against a free--floating state, floating state, 
though though ‘‘herebyhereby’’ could doubtless be could doubtless be 
expanded to incorporate suitable expanded to incorporate suitable 
reference to oneself.reference to oneself.
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KriegelKriegel urges that a state will have that urges that a state will have that 
content whenever the relevant neural content whenever the relevant neural 
representations occur in synchrony.representations occur in synchrony.
ThatThat’’s presumably why he insists, as s presumably why he insists, as 
noted earlier, that such noted earlier, that such neural synchronyneural synchrony
is needed for consciousness.is needed for consciousness.
But as noted earlier, we need an account But as noted earlier, we need an account 
of consciousness in strictly mental terms of consciousness in strictly mental terms 
before we can find a neural correlate.before we can find a neural correlate.
And how could neural synchrony transAnd how could neural synchrony trans--
form the content of a representation of form the content of a representation of 
representations of red and circularity into representations of red and circularity into 
a a singlesingle representation that representation that ““herebyhereby””
represents all three representations?represents all three representations?
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KriegelKriegel holds that the higherholds that the higher--order order 
content, though referring only to a statecontent, though referring only to a state’’s s 
firstfirst--order content, can make one aware order content, can make one aware 
of the stateof the state’’s highers higher--order content as well.order content as well.
That, he argues, is because one can refer That, he argues, is because one can refer 
to a whole by referring one of its parts. to a whole by referring one of its parts. 
But one would then refer to the whole But one would then refer to the whole 
only in respect of that part, only in respect of that part, 
and thereby make one conscious of the and thereby make one conscious of the 
whole only in respect of the one part.whole only in respect of the one part.
The higherThe higher--order content would not then order content would not then 
make one aware of every mental aspect of make one aware of every mental aspect of 
the state that has that content.the state that has that content.
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In particular, if the higherIn particular, if the higher--order content order content 
referred to a state referred to a state only as having firstonly as having first--
order contentorder content,, one would not thereby be one would not thereby be 
conscious of the state as having that conscious of the state as having that 
higherhigher--order content.order content.
The state would then not be conscious    The state would then not be conscious    
in respect ofin respect of its higherits higher--order content.order content.
Similarly, a state could have higherSimilarly, a state could have higher--order order 
content that referred to itself content that referred to itself only in only in 
respect of that higherrespect of that higher--order contentorder content..
Again: Even if Again: Even if neural synchronyneural synchrony could could 
fuse states with firstfuse states with first-- and higherand higher--order order 
contents into a single state, contents into a single state, the two the two 
contents would themselves be unchangedcontents would themselves be unchanged..
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All that aside, the individuating of mental All that aside, the individuating of mental 
states hinges not on their representational states hinges not on their representational 
content, but on their content, but on their mental attitudemental attitude..
A single state can have multiple pieces of A single state can have multiple pieces of 
representational content:  representational content:  
qualitative characterqualitative character and and intentional intentional 
contentcontent,, and indeed several of each.and indeed several of each.
But no single state has But no single state has two distinct  two distinct  
mental attitudesmental attitudes.  .  
No single state can be a No single state can be a wonderingwondering and a and a 
doubtingdoubting,, or a or a believingbelieving and a and a wonderingwondering,,
or an or an expectingexpecting and a and a recallingrecalling,, ……..
In that way, at least, mental attitudes In that way, at least, mental attitudes 
individuate (intentional) mental statesindividuate (intentional) mental states. . 
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Moreover, the higherMoreover, the higher--order awareness order awareness 
that implements TP must always have an that implements TP must always have an 
assertoricassertoric mental attitude:mental attitude:
If I If I doubtdoubt that Ithat I’’m in a particular state or m in a particular state or 
wonderwonder whether I am or whether I am or expectexpect myself to myself to 
be, that by itself be, that by itself wonwon’’t make me conscious t make me conscious 
of myself as being in that stateof myself as being in that state..
So it wonSo it won’’t implement TP.t implement TP.
So when I So when I consciouslyconsciously doubt, wonder, or doubt, wonder, or 
expect something, expect something, 
there is the there is the doubtdoubt,, wonderwonder,, or or expectationexpectation
that Ithat I’’m conscious m conscious ofof,,
and there is and there is in additionin addition my my assertoricassertoric
higherhigher--order awareness of that state.order awareness of that state.
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Since the state ISince the state I’’m aware m aware ofof is not is not 
assertoricassertoric and the higherand the higher--order awareness order awareness 
is is (whether it(whether it’’s a thought or a perception)s a thought or a perception), , they they 
must be distinct statesmust be distinct states (Rosenthal, 2005, (Rosenthal, 2005, chch. 2). 2)..
KriegelKriegel urges that urges that mental attitude can be mental attitude can be 
““cashed outcashed out”” ((SynthSynthèèsese 2003, 487; cf. 2003, 487; cf. 
““Naturalizing,Naturalizing,”” 4040--1)1) in terms of Searlein terms of Searle’’s s (1983)(1983)
notion of notion of ““direction of fit,direction of fit,”” and that a and that a 
single state can have both worldsingle state can have both world--toto--mind mind 
and mindand mind--toto--world directions of fitworld directions of fit..
KriegelKriegel appeals to theories that hold that appeals to theories that hold that 
grasping the good is in itself motivational, grasping the good is in itself motivational, 
so that some so that some assertoricassertoric states are in states are in 
themselves also desires themselves also desires (e.g., Little 1997)(e.g., Little 1997)..
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But whatever the case about that, But whatever the case about that, there is there is 
more to mental attitude than what is  more to mental attitude than what is  
captured with direction of fitcaptured with direction of fit..
Direction of fit at best captures only Direction of fit at best captures only 
assertoricassertoric and desiderative states, not the and desiderative states, not the 
whole variety of mental attitudes.whole variety of mental attitudes.
Even if some states are at once Even if some states are at once assertoricassertoric
and desiderative, and desiderative, no no assertoricassertoric state can state can 
also be a state of doubting or wonderingalso be a state of doubting or wondering..
Individuation by mental attitude also helps Individuation by mental attitude also helps 
with the connection onewith the connection one’’s s being gladbeing glad has has 
to oneto one’’s having various beliefs: s having various beliefs: 
Since being glad is a distinct mental Since being glad is a distinct mental 
attitude from belief, they distinct states. attitude from belief, they distinct states. 
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Individuating by way of mental attitude, Individuating by way of mental attitude, 
unlike by way of content, allows also for unlike by way of content, allows also for 
an an independent, empirical basis for such independent, empirical basis for such 
individuationindividuation,,
at least in the case of language users. at least in the case of language users. 
The illocutionary force of speech acts at The illocutionary force of speech acts at 
least roughly matches the mental attitude least roughly matches the mental attitude 
of the intentional state that causes the of the intentional state that causes the 
speech act, and so provides an empirical speech act, and so provides an empirical 
handle for individuating mental attitudes. handle for individuating mental attitudes. 
By contrast, saying that By contrast, saying that pp&&qq might simply might simply 
express a single thought that express a single thought that pp and and qq, but , but 
it equally might express one thought that it equally might express one thought that 
pp together with a distinct thought that together with a distinct thought that qq. . 
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Since Since purely qualitative states have no purely qualitative states have no 
mental attitudemental attitude,, they too are distinct from they too are distinct from 
states of higherstates of higher--order awareness, which order awareness, which 
must have an must have an assertoricassertoric mental attitude.mental attitude.
Still, it may seem that the consciousness Still, it may seem that the consciousness 
of of qualitative statesqualitative states calls for special calls for special 
treatment.treatment.
In particular, there are issues that have In particular, there are issues that have 
suggested to some thatsuggested to some that——in the qualitative in the qualitative 
casecase——
oneone’’s highers higher--order awareness order awareness cannot be cannot be 
distinctdistinct from the state one is conscious of.from the state one is conscious of.
II’’ll consider one popular argument to that ll consider one popular argument to that 
effect.effect.
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Suppose, Suppose, arguendoarguendo, that the higher, that the higher--order  order  
awareness is awareness is distinctdistinct from the qualitative from the qualitative 
state that itstate that it’’s an awareness of.s an awareness of.
Then perhaps one could have, e.g., a Then perhaps one could have, e.g., a redred
sensation (which in itself isnsensation (which in itself isn’’t conscious) t conscious) 
and a higherand a higher--order awareness of that order awareness of that 
sensation sensation as a green sensationas a green sensation..
One might then even have a higherOne might then even have a higher--order order 
awareness awareness without any sensation at allwithout any sensation at all..
It may seem unclear what these situations It may seem unclear what these situations 
would be like for onewould be like for one (Levine 2000, (Levine 2000, NeanderNeander
1998)1998); so maybe it; so maybe it’’s best to rule them out.s best to rule them out.
And perhaps higherAnd perhaps higher--order content canorder content can’’t be t be 
erroneous if, erroneous if, unlike perceivingunlike perceiving,, itit’’s intrinsic.s intrinsic.
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But But being intrinsic does not prevent errorbeing intrinsic does not prevent error: : 
Even if higherEven if higher--order awareness is intrinsic, order awareness is intrinsic, 
it might still it might still misrepresentmisrepresent the statethe state’’s s 
mental properties mental properties (as (as KriegelKriegel now acknowledges; now acknowledges; 
““Naturalizing,Naturalizing,”” nnnn. 10, 45). 10, 45); one would then be ; one would then be 
conscious of the state as having mental conscious of the state as having mental 
properties distinct from those it has.properties distinct from those it has.
Indeed, even if each higherIndeed, even if each higher--order awareorder aware--
ness is intrinsic to the state itness is intrinsic to the state it’’s about,s about,
that state that state might altogether lack any firstmight altogether lack any first--
order mental propertiesorder mental properties;; there would, in there would, in 
effect, be effect, be no firstno first--order stateorder state at all.  at all.  
So So intrinsicalismintrinsicalism allows these cases no less allows these cases no less 
than do distinct higherthan do distinct higher--order states.order states.
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Also, what itAlso, what it’’s like for one in these cases is s like for one in these cases is 
not problematicnot problematic ((pacepace NeanderNeander and Levine)and Levine)..
Since consciousness is simply how oneSince consciousness is simply how one’’s s 
states states appear to oneappear to one,, a statea state’’s being s being 
conscious conscious consists in oneconsists in one’’s being s being 
conscious of oneself as being in that stateconscious of oneself as being in that state..
And thatAnd that’’s independent of whether s independent of whether the the 
higherhigher--order awareness is intrinsic or notorder awareness is intrinsic or not..
What itWhat it’’s like for one hinges s like for one hinges solelysolely on  on  
how one is aware of the state in questionhow one is aware of the state in question,,
i.e., how onei.e., how one’’s highers higher--order awarenessorder awareness——
whether distinct or intrinsicwhether distinct or intrinsic ——represents it.represents it.
The appeal to phenomenology again The appeal to phenomenology again 
conflates mentality with consciousness.conflates mentality with consciousness.
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Some regard these cases as Some regard these cases as impossibleimpossible, , 
since they think we can have access to since they think we can have access to 
mental qualities only mental qualities only throughthrough the way the way 
those qualities are conscious.those qualities are conscious.
That necessary tie to consciousness forces  That necessary tie to consciousness forces  
a a contingentcontingent tie to perception, and hence tie to perception, and hence 
the possibility of the possibility of undetectable absent and undetectable absent and 
inverted qualitiesinverted qualities——
while while ruling out the inversion or absence ruling out the inversion or absence 
of states weof states we’’re conscious ofre conscious of (Rosenthal 2005)(Rosenthal 2005)..
But the occurrence of But the occurrence of nonconsciousnonconscious
qualitative statesqualitative states (as revealed, e.g., by (as revealed, e.g., by 
priming) undermines any necessity of the priming) undermines any necessity of the 
tie mental qualities have to consciousness.tie mental qualities have to consciousness.
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If access to mental qualities is If access to mental qualities is solelysolely by by 
way of consciousness, consciousness canway of consciousness, consciousness can’’t t 
get them wrong, as regards their identity get them wrong, as regards their identity 
or occurrence.or occurrence.
So your qualities might then be inverted So your qualities might then be inverted 
relative to mine, or even absent altogether.relative to mine, or even absent altogether.
But mental qualities occur But mental qualities occur nonconsciouslynonconsciously, , 
as in subliminal perceiving, and we can as in subliminal perceiving, and we can 
identify them by their perceptual role.identify them by their perceptual role.
Since consciousness and perceptual role Since consciousness and perceptual role 
can diverge, mental qualities can be can diverge, mental qualities can be 
inverted or even absent relative to the way inverted or even absent relative to the way 
one is conscious of oneself as being in one is conscious of oneself as being in 
qualitative states.qualitative states.
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One can be aware of a sensation of red as One can be aware of a sensation of red as 
a sensation of green, thereby being a sensation of green, thereby being 
conscious of oneself as having a sensation conscious of oneself as having a sensation 
of green.  The appearance of oneof green.  The appearance of one’’s mental s mental 
life can diverge from its reality. life can diverge from its reality. 
Still, the resulting Still, the resulting dissonancedissonance can be can be 
costly:  A red sensation will prompt to costly:  A red sensation will prompt to 
react as though one is seeing a red object, react as though one is seeing a red object, 
whereas being aware of oneself as having whereas being aware of oneself as having 
a green sensation will prompt to react as a green sensation will prompt to react as 
though one is seeing a green objectthough one is seeing a green object..
But But intrinsicalismintrinsicalism would not in any case would not in any case 
help suppress such occurrences.help suppress such occurrences.
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IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism also runs afoul of wellalso runs afoul of well--
known experimental work of known experimental work of Benjamin Benjamin 
LibetLibet (1985; (1985; LibetLibet, Gleason, and Wright 1983), Gleason, and Wright 1983), , 
replicated and refined by replicated and refined by Patrick HaggardPatrick Haggard
(1999; Haggard and (1999; Haggard and EimerEimer 1999; Haggard, Newman, 1999; Haggard, Newman, 
and and MagnoMagno 1999; see also 1999; see also KornhuberKornhuber and and DeeckeDeecke 1975, 1975, 
and and DeeckeDeecke, , GrGröözingerzinger, and , and KornhuberKornhuber 1976)1976)..
Those results show that, when subjects Those results show that, when subjects 
consciously decide to perform a simple consciously decide to perform a simple 
action, the neural event (action, the neural event (readiness readiness 
potentialpotential) that initiates the action      ) that initiates the action      
occurs prior to any conscious volitionoccurs prior to any conscious volition..
The best interpretation of these results The best interpretation of these results 
requires distinguishing requires distinguishing a volition itselfa volition itself
from that volitionfrom that volition’’s s being consciousbeing conscious..
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Subjects are Subjects are conscious of volitions only conscious of volitions only 
after the relevant readiness potentialafter the relevant readiness potential..
So we can identify that readiness potential So we can identify that readiness potential 
with the volition with the volition in a in a nonconsciousnonconscious
conditioncondition——
and see the and see the LibetLibet--Haggard results as Haggard results as 
indicating indicating a lag between the initial onset a lag between the initial onset 
of the volition itself                             of the volition itself                             
and that volitionand that volition’’s becoming consciouss becoming conscious..
ItIt’’s likely that this holds for s likely that this holds for all intentional all intentional 
statesstates——though others are harder to test.though others are harder to test.
But if higherBut if higher--order content were intrinsic order content were intrinsic 
to conscious states, to conscious states, how could we explain how could we explain 
the delay in statesthe delay in states’’ becoming consciousbecoming conscious??
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Perhaps if the higherPerhaps if the higher--order awareness order awareness 
were not simply intrinsic but also       were not simply intrinsic but also       
quasiquasi--perceptualperceptual,, it would be it would be unableunable to  to  
misrepresent the state itmisrepresent the state it’’s intrinsic to.s intrinsic to.
Inaccurate perceiving typically occurs Inaccurate perceiving typically occurs 
because something goes wrong in the because something goes wrong in the 
extrinsicextrinsic causal chain leading from the causal chain leading from the 
thing perceived to the perceiving.thing perceived to the perceiving.
And if awareness is And if awareness is intrinsic to what      intrinsic to what      
one is aware ofone is aware of,, it seems that there is    it seems that there is    
no causal step that could go wrong.  no causal step that could go wrong.  
This is the Aristotelian idea that, This is the Aristotelian idea that, for things for things 
with no matterwith no matter,, the act of thinking and the the act of thinking and the 
object of thought coincide object of thought coincide ((MetMet. . ΛΛ99 1075a21075a2--4)4). . 
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But this Aristotelian picture is unfounded.  But this Aristotelian picture is unfounded.  
There is just There is just no reasonno reason why higherwhy higher--order order 
content thatcontent that’’s intrinsic to a state with s intrinsic to a state with 
other mental properties must represent other mental properties must represent 
those other properties accurately.those other properties accurately.
HigherHigher--order content, even if intrinsic, order content, even if intrinsic, 
need not result solely from those other need not result solely from those other 
mental propertiesmental properties.. And even if it did, And even if it did, 
whatever internal process leads from one whatever internal process leads from one 
to the other to the other could still go wrongcould still go wrong..
This Aristotelian picture may seem to This Aristotelian picture may seem to 
guarantee accuracy only as long as one guarantee accuracy only as long as one 
doesndoesn’’t press on the t press on the mechanisms mechanisms that that 
generate the highergenerate the higher--order contentorder content..
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That Aristotelian picture on which selfThat Aristotelian picture on which self--
knowledge is automatically accurate   knowledge is automatically accurate   
relies on a relies on a literal identityliteral identity of knowing     of knowing     
and perceiving with whatand perceiving with what’’s known and s known and 
perceived (perceived (DADA ΓΓ2, 425b122, 425b12--20, B20, B5 418a4, B11 5 418a4, B11 
423b31, B12, 424a18, 423b31, B12, 424a18, ΓΓ2 425b232 425b23; ; MetMet ΛΛ9, 1074b359, 1074b35--6)6)..
And if they are identical, And if they are identical, no mechanism is no mechanism is 
neededneeded to generate higherto generate higher--order content; order content; 
so none could go wrong, resulting in error.so none could go wrong, resulting in error.
BrentanoBrentano’’s s intrinsicalismintrinsicalism also relies on that also relies on that 
Aristotelian picture Aristotelian picture (1973/1874, 129)(1973/1874, 129)..
But itBut it’’s hard to see how the identity of s hard to see how the identity of 
knowing with whatknowing with what’’s known can be cashed s known can be cashed 
out in a way thatout in a way that’’s s both literal and trueboth literal and true..
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Van Van GulickGulick thinks distinct thinks distinct HOTsHOTs result in result in 
““stranded stranded qualiaqualia””——that neither the that neither the 
nonconsciousnonconscious firstfirst--order state nor a purely order state nor a purely 
intentional higherintentional higher--order state could order state could 
capture capture conscious qualitative characterconscious qualitative character..
But the But the nonconsciousnonconscious firstfirst--order state order state 
does capture qualitative characterdoes capture qualitative character——by by 
way of its distinctive way of its distinctive perceptual roleperceptual role..
And the higherAnd the higher--order state makes one order state makes one 
conscious of oneself as being in such a conscious of oneself as being in such a 
statestate..
The perceptual role and subjectivity of soThe perceptual role and subjectivity of so--
called called qualiaqualia are are carried by distinct states, carried by distinct states, 
in a useful explanatory division of laborin a useful explanatory division of labor..
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That division of labor is required, since That division of labor is required, since 
masked priming studies masked priming studies (e.g., Marcel 1983)(e.g., Marcel 1983)
plainly demonstrate the occurrence of plainly demonstrate the occurrence of 
qualitative states that arenqualitative states that aren’’t conscious.t conscious.
An especially dramatic case of priming by An especially dramatic case of priming by 
nonconsciousnonconscious qualitative states occurs in qualitative states occurs in 
change blindness change blindness (Fernandez(Fernandez--DuqueDuque and Thornton and Thornton 
2000, 2003; 2000, 2003; LaloyauxLaloyaux, , DestrebecqzDestrebecqz, and , and CleeremansCleeremans
2003, Silverman and Mack 2006)2003, Silverman and Mack 2006), in which , in which 
changes that arenchanges that aren’’t consciously registered t consciously registered 
nonetheless prime for subsequent mental nonetheless prime for subsequent mental 
functioning, functioning, 
showing that qualitative states register showing that qualitative states register 
those changes those changes nonconsciouslynonconsciously..
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ItIt’’s in any case a good thing theoretically s in any case a good thing theoretically 
to to hold openhold open the possibility of inaccurate the possibility of inaccurate 
higherhigher--order awareness.order awareness.
That possibility is testableThat possibility is testable——again, e.g., by again, e.g., by 
priming experiments:priming experiments:
Some qualitative occurrence might prime a Some qualitative occurrence might prime a 
subject for red qualitative states,subject for red qualitative states,
even though the subject even though the subject reportsreports,, and is and is 
conscious ofconscious of,, that qualitative occurrence  that qualitative occurrence  
as green.as green.
Positing distinct higherPositing distinct higher--order states not order states not 
only ensures theoretical flexibility; only ensures theoretical flexibility; 
it reflects the difference between mental it reflects the difference between mental 
appearance and mental reality.appearance and mental reality.
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Brief EpilogueBrief Epilogue
Theories of consciousness, such as Theories of consciousness, such as 
intrinsicalismintrinsicalism, , DretskeDretske’’ss firstfirst--order theory, order theory, 
inner sense, and the HOT hypothesis, all inner sense, and the HOT hypothesis, all 
seek primarily to explainseek primarily to explain
what it is for a state to be consciouswhat it is for a state to be conscious..
IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism arguably fails in that,     arguably fails in that,     
since it substitutes phenomenology for since it substitutes phenomenology for 
explanation, explanation, 
and it fails to individuate states in such a and it fails to individuate states in such a 
way that the higherway that the higher--order awareness is order awareness is 
intrinsic to the state one is conscious of.intrinsic to the state one is conscious of.
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But explaining what it is for a state to be But explaining what it is for a state to be 
conscious is conscious is not the only tasknot the only task a theory of a theory of 
consciousness must take on.consciousness must take on.
It should also explain It should also explain why some mental why some mental 
states are consciousstates are conscious——
not just what it is in virtue of which not just what it is in virtue of which 
conscious states differ from mental states conscious states differ from mental states 
that are not conscious, that are not conscious, 
but in addition but in addition what it is that results in what it is that results in 
some of them actually being conscioussome of them actually being conscious..
IntrinsicalistsIntrinsicalists tend to tend to sidestep this second sidestep this second 
explanatory taskexplanatory task by tacitly holding with by tacitly holding with 
Brentano that mental states are all Brentano that mental states are all 
conscious.  So thereconscious.  So there’’s nothing to explain.s nothing to explain.
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But as already noted, there is compelling But as already noted, there is compelling 
evidence that all mental statesevidence that all mental states——
qualitative as well as purely intentionalqualitative as well as purely intentional——
occur without being conscious.occur without being conscious.
And And intrinsicalismintrinsicalism has has no resourcesno resources to to 
explain what leads to some mental statesexplain what leads to some mental states’’
being consciousbeing conscious——given that others are not.given that others are not.
The factors responsible for some mental The factors responsible for some mental 
statesstates’’ being conscious are being conscious are extrinsicextrinsic to to 
those states, since intrinsic factors would those states, since intrinsic factors would 
result in result in allall mental statesmental states’’ being conscious.being conscious.
And And intrinsicalismintrinsicalism itself has nothing to say itself has nothing to say 
about any factors extrinsic to the mental about any factors extrinsic to the mental 
states that are conscious.states that are conscious.
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As noted in As noted in §§III, III, intrinsicalismintrinsicalism in effect in effect 
combines TP with a firstcombines TP with a first--order theory.order theory.
A A firstfirst--order theoryorder theory can readily explain can readily explain 
why states are conscious; since being why states are conscious; since being 
conscious on a firstconscious on a first--order theory is being a order theory is being a 
state in virtue of being in which one is state in virtue of being in which one is 
conscious of something, evolution will conscious of something, evolution will 
arguably select for conscious states. arguably select for conscious states. 
And And if if HOTsHOTs are distinct statesare distinct states,, TP can TP can 
figure in an explanation of why some, but figure in an explanation of why some, but 
not all, mental states are conscious not all, mental states are conscious 
(Rosenthal 2005, 218(Rosenthal 2005, 218--9, 3039, 303--305; 2008; forthcoming)305; 2008; forthcoming)..
But positing an intrinsic implementation of But positing an intrinsic implementation of 
TP precludes an informative explanation.TP precludes an informative explanation.
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Here again Here again intrinsicalismintrinsicalism trades away the trades away the 
ability to explain so as to appeal ability to explain so as to appeal solelysolely to to 
the phenomenological appearances.the phenomenological appearances.
Phenomenology Phenomenology seemsseems to suggest that all to suggest that all 
mental states are consciousmental states are conscious——even though  even though  
it it lacks access to any that might not belacks access to any that might not be..
Since many arenSince many aren’’t conscious, our highert conscious, our higher--
order awareness of some states must be order awareness of some states must be 
due to factors extrinsic to those statesdue to factors extrinsic to those states..
And that suggests that And that suggests that the higherthe higher--order order 
awareness is itself extrinsic to such statesawareness is itself extrinsic to such states..
It is It is the sole reliance on phenomenologythe sole reliance on phenomenology, , 
which itself which itself seems intrinsicseems intrinsic to conscious to conscious 
states, that encourages states, that encourages intrinsicalismintrinsicalism..
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SummarySummary
IntrinsicalismIntrinsicalism rests on                             rests on                             

(1) (1) conflating whatconflating what’’s mental with whats mental with what’’ss
conscious and mental appearance conscious and mental appearance 
with mental realitywith mental reality, , which results inwhich results in

(2) (2) trading in explanation for an illicit trading in explanation for an illicit 
reliance on phenomenologyreliance on phenomenology,, and so  and so  

(3) (3) not seeing that all the same issuesnot seeing that all the same issues
arise whether or not higherarise whether or not higher--
order awareness is intrinsicorder awareness is intrinsic..
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THE THE ENDEND


